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Risk Insight

THE WORLD IS CHANGING RAPIDLY.
THE RULES HAVE CHANGED.
GREAT IS NO LONGER GOOD ENOUGH.
UNSEEN RISK IS THE NEW OPERATING ENVIRONMENT.

www.blackopspartners.com

Increasing
unprecedented
economic and
geopolitical risk
requires creating
sustainable
advantage or your
company risks
becoming obsolete
more quickly now
than ever.
Previous management and

operating models no longer

apply in this rapid-fire, winnertake-all global competitive

environment.

Never has rigorous strategic

innovation and securing it been

more critical. It requires elevated
thinking.

SOLUTION
Critical Shift: Unifying risk, strategy, the
human element, technology,
and security with real-time, factual
intelligence is key to survival.
Transformational strategic adaptation: Leverage current crisis
while anticipating continuous structural upheaval to survive
and thrive. Identify opportunities beyond each crisis with

breakthrough clarity. Manage unforeseen risk with strategic

readiness enabling you and your teams to react faster than
both risks and competitors.

CAPABILITIES
Many leaders and organizations trust Invictus® as their adaptive platform for clarity
and execution in leveraging risk and strategy.
Successfully navigate enterprise, supply
chain crises and unseen risk:

•

Intelligence-driven, risk and strategy assessments

•

Strategic modeling and simulation

•

Invictus Gen4: Uplevel Adaptive Risk and Strategy
Unification Platform

•

Invictus Gen4: Cascade Training and Certification
– Leverage risk and strategy-based cultural
transformation with clarity, alignment, and
performance

Risk & Strategy
Leverage
Resilience
Strategic Partner
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Adaptive.
Unification.
Cascade Training.
BlackOps.

BLACKOPS PARTNERS
Today’s global competitive environment is the new,

fast-changing warfront. Risk and strategy modeling

are no longer a luxury - they are a necessity. Old

methods no longer apply. Those who adapt now

create the upper hand to not only survive, but thrive.

We partner with forward-thinking clients who choose
to proactively plan and adapt to risk, align their

strategy and employees, and protect their intellectual
property at innovative new levels.

Invictus Gen4:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Interactive, forward-looking platform identifies
unseen risk, new opportunities, and enables you to
‘see around corners and blind spots’
Strategic assessment and simulation tailored to
your unique operating environment

Risk, strategy, security, culture transformation and
alignment for senior leaders, employees, and
supply chain
Identification, qualification, and mitigation of
aggregate risk

Assessment and mitigation of economic,
geopolitical, Cyber, China risk, and hybrid warfare risk

Comprehensive enterprise scope, with targeting
capability: M&A, new investment, new products,
suppliers, hybrid cloud, digital transformation, and
other risk issues

BlackOps Partners
Global strategic risk, strategy, and
intelligence for today’s challenging
environment
Through strategic risk assessments, tailored risk and
strategy modeling, real-time intelligence, cascade
training, and breakthrough BlackOps Partners Invictus Gen4 platform, proactive clients advance
against unprecedented risk. The visionary team at
BlackOps Partners includes strategy, management
consulting, intelligence, military, technology, and
security industries who partner with you to prepare
your teams to effectively navigate your future.
Clients include global firms in business and
academia, government, and military.

Why BlackOps.
Top down, tailored approach: We enable your enterprise teams and supply chain to manage the
new frontier of risk. Great is no longer good enough. We must think two steps ahead. BlackOps
Partners provides expert leadership and teams who walk with you step by step – armed with

real-time intelligence, global visibility, breakthrough tools, an unbiased non-product approach,
and zero conflicts of interest. We are committed to you and protecting your future.
This is the new frontier. We must become the change we seek.
Will you be shifting your company’s strategic position this year by proactively modeling and
leveraging your risk or will you be busy putting out fires and reacting to old methods?

BlackOps Partners
Your strategic partner in the new era of global competition
Click below today to schedule your consult with a senior advisor
CONTACT US

www.blackopspartners.com
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